The MST-T50 is the newest addition to the Standformer line of microphone stands by Galaxy Audio. The MST-T50 offers many unique and useful features.

1. All major components of the stand are constructed of metal, most importantly, the hub where the tripod legs connect.
2. A convenient Pistol Grip. This allows for easy adjustment of the height of the mic stand with only one hand.
3. Telescoping mic boom allows the boom to be compacted to as little as 18” (47 cm) or extended to as much as 34” (86 cm).
4. Tilt features allows the stand to be tilted forward or backward.
5. Swivel tripod legs allow you to place the stand against a floor wedge, kick drum, guitar amp, etc. The swivel legs also work great for added stability, especially when using the Tilt feature.

The MST-T50 Standformer is designed for any application where a mic stand is needed, whether it be live sound or fixed install.

The diverse and unique features make the MST-T50 a great fit, everywhere!

- Sturdy all Metal Construction
- Tilt Adjustment
- Adjustable Tripod Legs
- Pistol Grip Adjustment
- Telescoping Boom

Specifications

Collapsed Dims: 41.26” (1048 mm)
Boom Length: 18.5” ~ 33.86” (470 ~ 860 mm)
Min Height: 40.94” (1040 mm)
Max Height: 64.17” (1630 mm)
Base Radius: 22.05” (560 mm)
Weight: 6.75 lbs (3.06 kg)

Specifications subject to change without notice.